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Methods of Teaching Prose Composition. 

By Dr. Armin H. Koller, University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. 

(Concluded.) 

Let me say here a word about grammar. It should be taught induct- 
ively, by example first and last. If you will insist on the correct inflec- 
tional ending and the correct verb forms in actual usage by the student, 
you will or may teach them accuracy in declension and conjugations. 
"Geben Sie mir den Apfel, bitte. Was soll ich I.hnen geben? Den Apfel," 
makes bickerings over the accusative of "Apfel" superfluous, if sufficiently 
reiterated. Reciting the declension and conjugation, and correction in 
English of wrong endings have as yet, so far as I know, not accomplished 
it. Teach the student to learn to read off a helpful grammatical rule from 
a set of given examples. I have as yet to see the student whom these rules, 
learned in the abstract, have benefited. Many students can, to be sure, in 
the manner of a parrot or a talking machine, repeat the generalization 
that all German polysyllables that end in the suffixes "-ei, -heit, -keit, 
schaft, -ung" are of feminine gender. Yet they would invariably maintain 
that it is "das Triiumerei, der Freundschaft, das Ausfiihrbarkeit, der Frei- 
heit, das tbung." Therefore instead of the above list of suffixes, teach 
them the nouns "die Triiumerei, die Freiheit, die Ausfiihrbarkeit, die 
Freundschaft, die tbung," and you may point out the usefulness of re- 
membering these words as types. Miminize the mentioning of grammat- 
ical generalizations, divisions and names as such. Do not insist on its be- 
ing the center of instruction by over-emphasis, by too frequent reference, 
by too lengthy and repeated dwelling on the same, to the exclusion of the 
living foreign sentence. The possibility of permanent results are in danger 
whenever the student knows more of grammatical schemes and systematic 
inclusions than of the living language. Instead of jeopardizing these re- 
sults I would rather absurdly confirm by oath the nonexistence of gram- 
mar and grammatical terminology for a long while. If you see then that 
the hull or, if you please, the crutches called grammar, block the lingu- 
istic progress of your class, avoid mentioning grammatical categories, un- 
til you have in the pupils' minds enough data, that is, a sufficient number 
of foreign sentences to classify. End with classification, but first give 
them material to classify. We ourselves, the teachers, did not begin or 
should not have begun the study of any foreign language with a highly 
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specialized course in the University in formal linguistics. Such should 
come last. 

The pupils must and should actively co-operate constantly in the 
classwork, as many of them as possible. They should be led by the teacher 
to co-operate in the working over of the lesson. It would be a mistake for 
the teacher to work alone. It is equally a mistake to let the pupils do all 
the work and carefully abstain from interference. In a live class, the 
teacher will constantly make sure by pointed, short, frequent and both ex- 
pected and unexpected questions, put preferably to every member of the 
class in turn, or at least to as many as the teacher's resources allow, that 
every pupil is mentally present in the room. 

Permit me now to offer a few of the possible suggestions as a possible 
help for the realization of the ideal expressed above, practical hints, that 
is, for the treatment of the foreign text. 

Have your pupils give a brief resume of yesterday's lesson after you 
have properly gone over that lesson in class; this resum6 may be given by 
one or several pupils or perchance by the whole class on the blackboard. 
For variation, the same may be given orally. Or the rbsum6 might be ac- 
cording to the nature and the advancement of the class of today's lesson. 
Or it might be a summary of a part only of either yesterday's or today's 
lesson. In any case, the r6sum6 must be carefully corrected, or briefly dis- 
cussed if on the blackboard. Not only the teacher but the pupils as well 
should use chalk and blackboard freely. Make haste slowly, especially 
with the beginners. Do not let your lessons be too long. Non multa, sed 
multum. Let your concern be, Ein genamues Durcharbeiten der Aufgabe, 
ein volles Ausnutzenr des Materials. The summary just mentioned is one 
phase of this. The lesson may be used, first, for summaries, 2) asking 
questions, and answers; 3) for simple definitions, 4) for synonyms, 5) for 
showing a related group of words, 6) for cognates, 7) for autonyms, 8) 
analyzing compounds, 9) for showing word formations, prefixes and suf- 
fixes, 10) for some etymology, 11) for noting, explaining and learning 
idiomatic phrases and expressions. Point number 2) is capable of many 
variations. Write your own questions on the board. Have the pupils 
answer them. At first with the books open, later with the books closed, 
or dictate your own questions, or have a pupil dictate them or several pu- 
pils. These again may write on the board either their own questions or 
the questions of their class-mates. Or you may send the whole class to the 
board, assigning to each a few lines, out of which each should write a few 
questions. At first, let them take the books along, later it can be done 
without books. For variation, the whole lesson may be done on paper by 
each pupil or they may ask questions orally. All these exercises may like- 
wise be done with the answers added, thus affording a goodly number of 
change. Or you may have one pupil ask a question orally and the others 
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answer it. Now let the latter ask one in turn and some one else answer 
it, until you made the round of the whole class. Or you may have the 
whole class tell the whole lesson, one sentence each, or one pupil might 
write on the board the sentence of each as a dictation. The German or 
French that they will learn from hearing and seeing the corrections in- 
volved in all these exercises, and from the discussion itself, is incalcula- 
ble. Or you may let the class study the lesson fifteen minutes, then let 
them close their books and give what they remember of it, either at the 
board, or on paper, or orally. In sending them to the board to translate 
an English sentence into German, I would have them go without their 
books, they will soon learn, without hardship, to remember the English 
sentence, as well as its foreign equivalent. This will tend to keep them 
from falling asleep. 

As to the third point: simple definitions,-if you define for them, in 
the simplest way possible, both easy and difficult words and phrases in the 
foreign tongue, which few of us can do without preparation, and encour- 
age a similar attempt by the student, after a few months' drill, some stu- 
dents will surprise you with their neat and concise definitions. Der Ham- 
mer ist ein Werlzeug zum Schage oder zum Klopfen. Der Mund ist die 
Oeffng im Gesicht des Menschen, durch die er spricht; murmeln heisst 
leise sprechen; verbieten=--es nicht duden, icht gestatten; heuler = laut 
weisne; weinen = Triinen vergiessen; Die Trine ist die Feuchtigkeit, dge 
aus den Augen rinnt; schliirfen = mit Gerisch einsaugen; einsaugen= 
in sick ziehen, and the like. 

As to the fourth, synonyms are of real importance. Der Ritter, der 
Beschiitzer, der Begleiter, der Soldat, der Held, der Kiimpfer, der Strei- 
ter, der Kiimpe, or the like, if sufficiently explained or repeated to the 
class orally or at the board whenever occasion calls for it, will help to lodge 
these ideas in the learner's mind. 

Fifth, the related group of words. If the word binden occurs, show 
and explain at the board its relation to verbinden (durch Binden bedek- 
ken), einbinden (mit Deckel versehen), anbinden (durch Binden befesti- 
gen), abbinden (losbinden, losmachen) , aufbinden (oberhalb etwas befe- 
stigen, oder iiffnen), die Binde, die Binden = ci laTnger, schmaier Streif. 
Der Band, die Binde (Teil eines Buches) ; das Band, die Biinder (Bind- 
faden, oder lagges Gewebe zum Putz); das Band, die Bande (da Band 
der Freundschaft, in Ketten un Banden sei) ; bindigen, der Bindier, 
die Biindigung; die Bande, die Banden (schlimme Truppe) ; das Bund, 
die Bunde (Strosh); der Bund, die Biinde (Vereieigung); das Bilndnis 
(Verbindung); Bundesgenosse; das Biindel; biindig (krz, die Rede); 
die Verbindlichkeit; der Verband (die Binden und der Verei) ; das Bin- 
dewort, der Bindestrich u. s. w. In showing these relations, as well as in 
illustrating with synonyms, I would begin with one or two examples in a 
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given phrase, then on repeated occurrence, I would gradually point out 
more and more synonyms or related words. 

Sixth, the cognates; this may help some pupils. Such as father, der 
Vater, garden, der Garten, house, das Haus, are obvious and observed by 
many students, if their attention is once called to it. Point out those less 
manifest to the students as well, treiben, drive; k eniglich, kingly; Zaun, 
town; greifen, gripe; Dank, thanks; Tiir, door; borgen, borrow; das Buch, 
book; brechen, breal; blutig, bloody; die Flucht, flight; das Bad, bath; 
laugh, lachen; and others still less obvious. It is sufficient if the teacher 
merely points out these cognates as they occur. 

Seventh, the antonyms may be made serviceable for learning the vo- 
cabulary, first by the teacher's supplying in the question the antonym, so 
as to obtain in the learner's answer the word in the text or vice versa; 
after some time, ask the class to supply the antonyms or to hunt them up 
while preparing. Das zarte Geschipf schliirfte behaglich den siissen Wein. 
Schliirfte es bitterenr Wein, sauers Wein, reitnen Wein, sc;kwachen Wein, 
wiisserigen Wein, durchsichtigen Weinr, rotens Weirn, begeisternde Wein, 
feurigen Wein, gelben Wein, u. s. w. 

Eighth, analysis of compounds. If you show and explain on the black- 
board the constituent parts of geliebiiugelt, Hochmut, Nachmittagssonne, 
Schornstein, Wandgemilde, Singersaat, Landgrafenhaus, it will cease to 
be a puzzle to the student, as to how to pronounce them or how to remem- 
ber their meaning. 

Ninth, the same is true of word-formation, prefixes and suffixes. Show 
the parts and syllables of: Verwunderung, malerisch, Gedanke (denken), 
Gelegenheit, Beispiel, etfernt, unterbrach, Reisender, lauterer, vielleicht, 
fleissig, Fiikigkeiten, kiipfen, etc. 

Eleventh: The idioms. It is of greatest moment to write idioms on 
the board, explain them in the foreign language; first literally, then the 
meaning as a phrase, to quote, if possible, a parallel idiom, then to drill 
that idiom by appropriate questions. 

I would also give the class frequent and short dictations, sometimes 
of the lesson, now changed, now unchanged and sometimes new material, 
but within the range of their vocabulary. 

This may be written by one student at the board or by the class on 
paper, or at home by the class or next day in class. Nor would I omit 
reading at sight. This is a test of power and if conducted with skill, will 
be relished by students at all stages of their development, beginners of 
course excepted. 

I would have the pupils read the foreign text in class, and advise them 
to begin and end their preparation by reading the lesson aloud, and would 
frequently read in class myself. I would insst on pure and accurate pro- 
nunciation, and would not let any error pass by unnoticed; rather, I would 
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correct it as often and carefully as any other slip in form or conduct. I 
would not tolerate, because of a mistaken kindness, such pronunciations 
as ssoolthchor or ssiiltchir meant for "solcher" and the like. Correct pro- 
nunciation, like correct speech, must be practiced and repeated until it be- 
comes a habit. The recognition and application of this one principle will 
remove at least one great difficulty from the road to success. 

I advocate 1) a judicious use of the direct method adapted to the 
needs of your class, 2) the foreign language as the sole medium of com- 
munication in the class-room, jealousy of the time spent by teacher and 
class upon the vernacular; 3) the principle of "freie Reproduktion," its 
widest application in all of its forms. 4) I contend that composition 
should be an organic part and not an accidental, deadening, and useless 

adjunct of instruction in the foreign tongue. 5) I believe the establish- 
ment, in every school, of a German club, a French club, informally to meet 
as often as feasible,-where the students would participate in all its affairs, 
sing the foreign songs, play games, talk in the foreign language informally 
of subjects of daily routine, politics, school affairs or whatever captivates 
their fancy, eventually perform a little play,-would not only enliven the 
students' interest in the subject, and advantageously complement class- 
room work, but it might also, under a trained and enthusiastic leader, 
prove to be a place for a goodly quantity of informal composition of good 
quality. 

Grant me a word about the teachers themselves. They should be 
equipped with the theoretical science and practical art of the foreign lan- 
guage, in addition to the science and art of pedagogy. But so many are 
unprepared. This is of necessity so. They are underpaid like unto those 
who prepare them. Not until the commonwealth recognizes the need 1) 
of a thorough preparation for teachers, 2) of an adequate remuneration 
for their services, can we hope for betterment in modern language instruc- 
tion. 

In conclusion let me mention the titles of a few books that might prove 
helpful to some. I shall limit myself to German books. 

Daniel Sanders, Wirterbuch der deutschen Sprache, mit Belegen von 
Luther bis auf die Gegenwart, 3 vols., about 1000 pp. each. Leipzig, Wigand. 
An abundance of illustrative examples; definitions in German clear and simple. 
Invaluable for the foreigner. Price, about 80 marks. 

Muret-Sanders, Encyclopedic German-English and English-German Dic- 
tionary, 4 vols. 

Fligel-Schmidt-Tanger. German-English and English-German Dictionary. 
3 vols. 

Among the school dictionaries, Karl Breul's Revised German and English 
Dictionary is the best, with William James' Dictionary of the English and 
German Languages a close second. 

Sanders-Wiilflng, Handwrterbuch der deutschen Sprache. 8. Auflage. 
887 pp. Leipzig, Wigand, 1910. Definitions in German. 

7 PM XV 
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P. T. S. Hoffmanns Wrterbuch der deutschen Sprache. 7. Auflage. Leip- 
zig, Brandstetter, 1910. 620 pp. Brief and lucid definitions in German. 

Hermann Paul, Deutsches Warterbuch. 2., vermehrte Auflage. 690 pp. 
Halle a. S., Niemeyer, 1908. Gives in German development of meanings. 

Ignaz Emanuel Wessely, Gramnmatisch-stilistisches Wrterbuch der deut- 
schen Sprache. Leipzig, Reisland, 1906. 198 pp. 

August Vogel, Grammatisch-orthographisches Nachschlagebuch der deut- 
schen Sprache. 7. Aufl. Berlin-Schineberg, Langenscheidt, 1909. 

Grunow, Grammatisches Nachschlagebuch. Ein Wegweiser ftir jedermann 
durch die Schwierigkeiten der deutschen Grammatik und des deutschen Stils. 
Leipzig, 1905. 390 pp. 

George O. Curme, A Grammar of the German Language. New York, Mac- 
Millan, 1905. 

Ludwig Stitterlin, Die deutsche Sprache der Gegenwart. Ihre Laute, Wtr- 
ter, Wortformen und Stze. Ein Handbuch fiir Lehrer und Studierende auf 
sprachwissenschaftlicher Grundlage. 3. Aufi. Leipzig, Voigtllinder, 1910. 415 pp. 

Eberhardt-Lyon, Synonymisches Handwirterbuch der deutschen Sprache. 
17. Aufl. Leipzig, 1910. 

M. B. Lambert, Handbook of German Idioms. New York, Holt, 1910. 
86 pp. of idioms and 12 pp. of exercises. 

F. E. Hastings, Studies in German Words and their Uses. Boston, Heath, 
1911. 240 pp. 

A. Schlessing, Deutscher Wortschatz oder der passende Ausdruck. 4., ver- 
mehrte und verbesserte Auflage. Esslingen, 1907. 497 pp. (Patterned after 
P. M. Roget's Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases.) 

Karl Breul, The Teaching of Modern Foreign Languages and the Training 
of Teachers. 4th edition. Cambridge, University Press, 1909. 174 pp. 

Zwei Urteile iiber den ersten Sommerkursus des Lehrer- 
seminars im Sommer 1913. 

Die Empfindungen und Eindricke, die ich nach diesen ftinf Wochen in 
Milwaukee mit nach Hause nehme, sind alle befriedigend. Ich weiss, dass mir 
die Sommerschule in vieler Hinsicht von grossem Nutzen war, und ich freue 
mich, dass ich dabei sein konnte. 

Es ist schwer, das Hauptgeftihl in Worten auszudriicken. Aber es ist ein 
Geffihl: Das Deutschsein. 

Man sprach nicht nur deutsch, man flihlte sich selber als deutsch. Das 
mag vielleicht bel mir immer mehr oder weniger der Fall gewesen sein, aber 
das Gefilhl hat hier sehr stark zugenommen, und das gbt mir grosse Befriedi- 
gung. Der Umgang mit Lehrern und gut deutschsprechenden Schilern, die 
Volkslieder, die Vortrge, die Bicher und die Unterhaltungen wie noch vieles 
andere trugen dazu bei. 

Man hat in Chicago nicht immer Gelegenheit, viel mit deutscher Bildung 
in Bertihrung zu kommen. Man kennt such leider wenige deutsche Familien, 
und daher hat mir der Verkehr in der Sommerschule so gefallen und gentitzt. 
Das Englische hat man ja immer. 

Nun geht man auch als besserer Lehrer an seine Ttitlgkeit zurtick. Was 
vorher unsicher war, ist nun klar geworden. Man fihlt sich in vieler Hinsicht 
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